many things go wrong be4 and on 15 may because door opens with portal to dark matters
not understanding earth beings
sharon wil dimise be4 15 may
pope wil dimise be4 15 may
mandela wil dimise be4 15 may
thatcher wil stroke be4 15 may
japan warring thing will commencing before 15 may secretely
oil gets very big sickness [glow=red,2,300]no use anymore after 15 may[/glow]
itola breaks iran
old bush will very sick be4 15 may
cheney will dimise be4 15 june
obama accident before 27 februars
OBAMBA HAD THIS ACCIDENT APRIL 17 2013 WHICH DID NOT APPEAR ON MSM
big sickness chine ans same shape eye peoples come be4 15 may
very moving earth on 17 januars and 23 februars
oceone not sleeping when heaven things beware many waters to come drown
brown cheat be4 15 may when [glow=red,2,300]new planet in sky 29 april[/glow]
putin missing after 27 aprils
I DO HOPE THIS IS NOT A "MISSING EVENT" SUCH AS JESSE VENTURA HAD – SUDDENLY REAPPEARING LOOKING MUCH YOUNGER, WITH ORANGE EYESG INSTEAD OF HIS OWN BLUE EYES
may many worry poeple do crazy things
yor time is now ok
[glow=red,2,300]
Me give final warning week of 27 october
THIS IS YEW TREE DAY/WEEK (FORMERLY YEW TREE, NOW HALLOWEEN)
(DA VINCI'S All Saints Day time period—Halloween?)
THEN THERE IS YEW TREE OF THE EVE OF THE WINTER SOLSTICE DEC 18,19,20
helo
me give u last warning advise be4 27 october
everything begin change week 27 october and after til october 2009
u have 12 months only
u like money get money from money bank now
u like food get food from food bank now
u like medicine get medicine from medicin bank now get aspirin get h2o2
This is what you do in an economic collapse (read: 1929)
u like seeds get watermelon get sunflower seed now
watermelon can make purified water after big event
sunflower can make protein and oil after big event ok
do not store weat or corn or rice 4 they wil get contaminate of radiations
do not store gold becuase alien raide wil come steal it and harm or kil u
u u can survive on watermelon and sunflower
dont eat meat
all animal get mad, if u eat animal meat u also get mad
THE NANO BOTS SET OFF BY E.L.F
do not drink animal milk SAME REASON
milk for baby animal only ok
only drink water from wartemelon
only eat seed bread from sunflower until event radiation is gone
only feed yor own tribe
only have sex with own tribe ok
only eat animal meat after third generation ok
me ask elders me give more advice ok
get watermelon and sunflower seeds
GET SUNFLOWER SEEDS (NOT THE GREY TYPE)
BUT MUST GET THE WATERMELON SEEDS.
"now day of new planet is close
when every friend wil cee in sky ok
elders make new calculations ok
al probabilities is now
revise yor line time
11/4/2008
helo
me ask elders
elders worry
me tel u why elders worry now
me tel u be4 2 thing
me tel u obama secret come soon 1 thing
me tel u also 27 october important 2 thing
(Obama "TROY DECEIT IN DAN" THAT MEANS THE TROJAN HORSE IN SCORPIO
(This “time period” has been showing up a lot in The Hidden Texts)
time 4 obame secret now here
u lern obama secret soon many u not like obame anymores
elders also worry very much yor october 27
elders cee demise on 27 october of important leaderings NOTICE NOT THE WORD "PRESIDENT"
(Cheney and the Pope?)
elders cee change on october 27 after leaderings demise
elders cee cern begin worry 27 october
CERN AND ALL THE OTHER "CERNS"
me tel u few thing ok
sharon is already dead
big secret of obama come october yor line time
many u not like obama anymores
obama is renegade
(We are seeing that he has been “identified” as one in The Hidden Texts! )
IDENTIFIED AS NOT BEING OBAMA TOO
biden is celtic (ANAKIM)
mccain not live long, palin go top then mccain becomes phoenix
palin is denali
(Look at this:
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/44/2008/09/palin-code-name-denali.html )
[Reminder] WOW
cheney is dead
cheney is cobra (See below) (REPTILIAN)
flag with 4 colors become very important flag
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syria )
revolt in omega network be4 october yor line time
(The “Omega Network” is the Shadow Government. They are working to stop Time 0000 and they are rebels against the New World Order government ) [Go and read Dr. Anderson’s testimony]}
very big moving earth africa
rosenburg dead
oss go undergrounds
oss hide very big nazi secret u b aware renegade
u b very afraid phoenix ok
THIS PHOENIX IS THE SUBJECT OF ONE OF THE VIGNETTES, IN "FACE" WHICH IS SCORPIO.
IT ALSO HAS DEPICTIONS OF MANY CONSTELLATIONS. IT FRUSTRATES ME THAT PEOPLE (SUCH AS HERSCHEL)
KEEP CALLING THE STARS THE PLEIADES (WHICH IS ACTUALLY 9 GOING ON 40 - JOHN DEE'S 40 ANGELS)
BUT THE 7 ARE IN FACT URSA MAJOR. THE ANAKIM COME FROM THERE AND OTHER NEARBY STARS SUCH AS LEECH
AND CANCER/SCARAB
IN THE HERSCHEL Glyphs THEY ARE EVEN SHOWN ON [OUR] LEFT HAND SIDE OF ORION WHICH IS WHERE THEY ARE,
AND THE PLEIADES ARE FAR OVER TO THE RIGHT OF ORION IN THE "HIND" LEG OF TAURUS
06/12/2008
helo
me know u stil wait xplain and me not yet get ful xplain from elders but me try ok
while me wait 4 answer from elders me lern better wordings
multi and many dimensional force energy
EXTRA DIMENSIONAL - ANDROMEDA COUNCIL,
INTER-DIMENSIONALS see forum UNDER 2017 COMING FROM BETWEEN DIMENSIONS
cosmo sonic boom is multi or many dimensingal force energy
like nuclear wave that make many ripel on other dimension and line times
also this type xploding can make damage 2 souls on many dimesion
not just yor dimension and on other line time
me not other or higher dimension just paralel dimesion but stil fisical like yors
normal elders always think soul can not brake
but normal elders now lern on 12 may nuclear type xplode with secret war between same shape eye
JAPAN AND CHINA - OR - ENLIL/MARDUK/NINURTA ATS E.YAH/ELO'IM
can make soul brake peces
becuase nuclear type xplode can damage other dimension
THIS IS THE VERY REASON THE ELO'IM ARE NEUTRALISING NUCLEAR WEAPONS
AND HAVE BEEN WORKING ON SOUL TRANSMUTATION (SEE LINDA PORTER ARTICLES)
also normal elders not know this be4 now they wory what wil hapen when cosmo sonic boom comes
they argue why godlike elders not tel them this be4 they decide help u with colide times
normal elders want us 2 leve now be4 more peces of broken souls come our line time and brake our souls
also after cosmosonic boom yor broken souls peces now need stay [in a] place like yor hospital
4 souls to heal our line time 2 and 3 now become like hospital
we not know this be4 godlike elders want us stay here and only leve imediate after cosmosonicboom
godlike elders say we can only leve if cheney or pope demise [before] 15 june weeking
NOTING THIS IS IN THE DATE OF "BILE"1
otherwise me must wait til after cosmosonic boom 2 leve and finish witnesings yor leaders make cern ready
cern ready now yor leaders make omega network ready
omega network ready now everything ready 4 omega end line time
now yor leaders want try escape 0000
yor leaders not sceed no more forgivnes
0000 is here
godlike elders say we can only leve if cheney or pope demise 15 june weeking
otherwise me must wait til after cosmosonic boom 2 leve and finish witnesings yor leaders make cern ready

Did I once see a connection between "I am Ra" and the Archangel Michael?
I was actually looking for Michael Tellinger in the template of the Hidden Texts when I found this line 4 62 1
Michael Tellinger lectures on the subject of harmonics being used as a power source, which information he derived from studying the Anakim of South Africa (the same in the Bible) – so this could still be about Michael Tellinger.
This is the only Michael in the entire template of the hidden texts, which is interesting because Michel Nostradamus is a Michael too
CELTIC BRAN – one of the Tuatha de Danaan who delivered the magic cauldron which fed everyone all the time.
These were giants who "came out of heaven in a magic cloud" (T W Rolleston – Celtic Myths & Legends pages 103 – 106)
This line contradicts or I should say, corrects, something stated by me in a former forum – I had said that the Elders were not the Elohim. Since CHANI described himself as an "Elder", but a junior Elder and this line seems to be saying he is Angel Michael, and saying he was Celtic Bran – then I stand corrected.

THE PHOENIX IS PAVO NEAR ARIES (from where the J-ROD52 come)
& APPEARS AT THE TOP OF THE GREAT HAND OF GOD MILLWHEEL
THE CONSTELLATION AT TOP RIGHT IS 5 STARS – CASSIOPEIA
THE "FACE" MEANS IN SCORPIO, a young face so early in scorpio
THE THREE STARS OF ORION'S BELT
SEVEN DOWN THE SPINE IS URSA MAJOR OR CEPHEUS BECAUSE
THE "HEAP" (PILE) UNDER THE TAIL OF THE PHOENIX MEANS THE
PLEIADES AND THE NINE STARS IN THE SCALED TAIL ARE THE
PLEIADES!
40 STARS WHICH REALLY COMPRISe THE PLEIADES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pronunciation (IPA &amp; respelling)</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Apparent magnitude</th>
<th>Stellar classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcyone</td>
<td>/ælˈsaɪ.əniː/ al-SY-ə-nee</td>
<td>Eta (25) Tauri</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>B7IIIe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas</td>
<td>/ˈætəs/ AT-əs</td>
<td>27 Tauri</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>B8III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electra</td>
<td>/iˈlektʃrə/ i-LEK-трə</td>
<td>17 Tauri</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>B6IIIe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia</td>
<td>/ˈmeɪə/, /ˈmə-ə/ MAY-ə, MY-ə</td>
<td>20 Tauri</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>B7III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merope</td>
<td>/ˈmɛrəpiː/ MERR-ə-pee</td>
<td>23 Tauri</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>B6IVpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taygeta</td>
<td>/teɪˈdʒɪta/ tay-ΙJ-ι-τα</td>
<td>19 Tauri</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>B6V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleione</td>
<td>/plai.əniː/ PLY-ə-nee</td>
<td>28 (BU) Tauri</td>
<td>5.09 (var.)</td>
<td>B8IVpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celaeno</td>
<td>/səˈliː.nəʊ/ sa-LEE-noh</td>
<td>16 Tauri</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>B7IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE SEVEN SISTERS AND "GRAN" AND "UNCLE" IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS – EQUALS NINE PLEIADES
THERE ARE SEVEN CHILDREN IN CEPHEUS CONSTELLATION
AND SEVEN STARS IN URSA MAJOR, THE BOAR
Presage 20  1557 [2015] Septembre
1 Mer, terre, aller, foy, loyaute rompue
SEA-EARTH ALLEGIANCE, (lifting) ABLE TO BREAK AUUAY SMOOTHLY
2 Pille, naufrage a la cite tumulte
TUMULTUOUS CITY SUBMERSED, LOOTED (L.A.?)
3 CRUEL ACTION IN 1 BILE ~ (Bile means June 10th – July 7th)
3 Fiel cruel acte ambition repue
CHIEF INFRACTION (to the Earth) REVELLING IN THE ACHIEVEMENT
4 Foyble, offenfe le chef du fait inulte
DEED CALCULATED ACROSS TIME

1) R.O. (Andr. Cncl) EYE YOUR REEL-TO-REEL MA (October – 11th for Yelloustone)
PRE-MATURELY (before) LEO EMULATOR ROLE; (shape shifting false rapture in Scorpio)
ROOM TEMPERATURE RULE LEO YEARLY
(the reptilians need "room temp", one reason for the freezing times – to control them)
At this point it needs to be understood that there are two factions which think they are
the shadow government – the Tall Whites (Grayles) and the reptilian Anakim (SA.AM)
2) [LEO either from Leo or Obama] MUTATE UP [shape shifter also the jellyfish craft]
MANUFACTURE REFLECTING ALLELUIA IN FLUTE (false rapture)
(Celtic pipes date Mar 18 – Apl 14 Oct 28-Nov 24 in Scorpio)
It is those from Chertan in Leo which are "MANAGERS OF ALL" & this includes Sirius
3) IT "ELITE" IMBECILE ELICIT PECULIAR ACUTE BEAM AMERICAN CAPITAL APRIL IN FOURTEEN:
PUBLIC RUE EMPIRICAL IMBECILE ... CALIBRATE ICE MILE UP. (HAARP & chemtrails, the Leo agenda)
BLAME PECULIAR ICE; ALBEIT IT CUBE MIRACLE RECLAIM ICE UP IN ALE
(Celtic Brew date May 13 – June 9)
("cube" is either the mathematical formula, or the craft of the Elo'im of the Living Library
who are partly responsible for sending deep winter, to slow down the reptilian agenda,
but are not involved in the making of the false snow – it is almost a battle even just on this "front")
4) FEEL FULLY HEED: A SELF DEFENCE OF OBFUSCATION (something being hidden from you)
- BOIL EAT YOUTHFUL IN FIFTEEN
- at last, Tellinger has got it!
There is only one step further for him to connect.
The DIRECTED ENERGY field aka DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPON if you are military.
(Medusa weapon, Nostradamus calls it the Medusine Devise) The TOOL that it is.
All of what Tellinger is saying is what has been published in the Hidden Texts for the last five years.
The fleur de lis (flower of fire) seen in the so called "Lost Book" of the 84 vignettes - they are the very same
as seen on the ceilings of the Masonic Halls and represent Ed Leedskalnin's use of this energy as a TOOL.
Coupled with magnetic resonance
(which Tellinger did not mention) to GUIDE the sonic waves...

From the forum "ORNAMENT OF HIS TIMES"
3 94 4 Que par ce fiecle les rendra trefcontens
ED, [editor of the texts] RECALL FREQUENCIES ENFORCES PATTERN (!)
(speaking of cymatics, see in the forum CENTURIES 12)
REFLECTED SEQUENCE IN PERSONNEL CRAFT AIR (but also energy for space craft
the Pi In The Sky and the S.O.S. in the sky Sept 12 2012
Pi in the Sky-Sky Typing over San Francisco Bay Fremont CA 9/12/12
Airplanes Numbers Fremont CA Skywriting Sky Writing "Pi in the sky" Ishky Zero1 Biennial 3.14 )
R.O. ©. OAR PRECEDENT ENFORCES REPLACE FREQUENT CREDENTIALS
(longitude and latitude) R.O Andromeda Council. †† the Cassiopeians
and OAR those from Argo – the "desired coming"
3 94 4 Que par ce fiecle les rendra trefcontents
REFERENCE FREQUENT POS. ELECTRICALS DNA ~
EQUALS PRECEDENCE REFLECT TRANSFER ION
(from Nibiru solar system to other planets as well)
CREATORS' PRECEDENT ~ (magnetic?) FREQUENCIES FALLEN
FREQUENCIES FALLEN IN CREST (poles of Earth)
SQUARE (those of Pegasus) CONCENTRATES, FULFILLED PREFERENCES and/or
FULFILLED PREFERENCES, CONCENTRATES on SQUARE
(the shadow gov't, Tall Whites from Markan in Pegasus)
(and the placing again of the Earth in line with Pegasus)
..................................................................................
go to CENTURIES 12 on pages 4 and 12 are illustrations of certain cymatics
and do keep in mind that Enlil is LORD OF THE AIRWAYS, YHWH, CHIEF PILOT
in THE SHROUD IS REAL:
5. Another subject I have been asked to research is that of "cymatics" -
the use of sound waves ("squeezing the waves 1 63") - the surprising
(for me, because of the steep learning curve) result becomes
a) it is by sonics that the cellular level us divided (for want of a better word)
b) the "shape" the cymatics become is the "note" and "pitch" which obtain
the (molecular) result. When people are abducted by being taken through a wall
And
in ONEISM & THE LAW OF ONE a more complete description
Michael Tellinger
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8KWp61co1A
Brilliant expose
1 2
THE DISK IN HAND, ENACTING THROUGH THE SEE~ER CONNECTIONS
(looking glass stage gate)
THE WAVE-PULSE FORMS A SHAPE ON THE PEDESTAL
(hologram on a platform)
FEAR AND ONE VOICE ~ SHIMMERING
(fear of doing - voice activation)
RETURNS BY THE TUNNELS
(what we call "wormholes" or conduits)
DIVINE SPLENDOUR – THE GOD SITS CLOSE
(in time)
1 25
LONG LOST THING [REGAINED], HIDDEN MANY CENTURIES
(The Stage gate – the name Nostradamus gives it)
HALF SIZE GOD MAKING APT USER (of stargate)
(He Rods, he named his assistant UUiliem52)
ICE AGE DUE … HONOUR CONTRACT
(a direct parallel warning to the Grey Alien with disc crop circle)
ARRANGE ELDEST MOON ~ ALTER , ACHIEVE LARGE ORBIT
Of the Moon and the Earth
BY THE OTHER FOUR – BRINGING GREAT CHANGES
(The "four" shafts pointers on the great pyramid:
SA.AM (Anu) RIB – Chertan in Leo  ON – Oannes of Sirius and R – Draco Reptilian (of 6 5 SAMAROBIRIN)
SUBJECTED TO A FRIGHTENING PLACE ~
STATING GREAT IMPORTANCE
THE PRINCIPAL POINTS OF THE DISGUISED MATTER
AND VISIT LIBRA* [October] ACTUALLY ACROSS HISTORY
ADDITIONALLY (female) GREYS ABOVE;
NOT MAKING ACTION ~ TO WATCH
BEHOLDER RETURNS ~ CREATURE ATTENDING
MUCH MINDFUL GRIEVING

1 67 1
FONDLE [plays with] PARAGRAPH MI ANU EQ FREQUENCIES,
QR DIFFERENCE IS IN SEMAPHORE [signal] AQUAPLANING
1 63 SQUEEZING THE WAVES
"divine word in the waves" refers to the power of AUM – cymatics show a cross at a certain wavelength, and this is the sonic frequency which is used

6 23
D’esprit de regne munismes descreies, And the peoples stirred up against their leader:
Et seront peuples esmuez contre leur roy, New peacemaker*, holy laws deteriorate,
Paix, j’aict nouveau, saintces loix empirrees,
Rapis onc fut en si tres dur arry.
Paris = Is Apr.
Paris (IS APR) never in so severe an array.

The word "array" needs to be studied here. An "array" means an organized orderly line-up.
This could mean all the orbits of all the planets, and it can be a reference to the damage being done to the Earth via the Chemtrails/H.A.A.R.P (high frequency active auroral research program) equipment of the Military Industrial E.T. Complex which is taking over the Earth. Even the Particle Colliders world wide can be included in this warning.

*New peacemaker, this would not be Jesse Ventura by any chance? Is there anyone else on the horizon?
YES: Tellinger

President Ventura’s State of The Union (Video) | Alternative beforeitsnews.com www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYCIPrCwi_c
(N.Morgan) "This State Of The Union was much better than Obama’s. Jesse gets what this regime is doing to our country and to the economy. He wants change, real change, just like the rest of us do...."

THIS IS NOT THE REAL JESSE
1) pushing for legalising marijuana - to ensure there is no resistance
2) abolishing government as it is - to make way for the new
3) has he had a face lift? – No, the eyebrows are still in place, yet the skin is young and smooth. Compare to photos from his fan club below. See the four reptilian teeth in the right hand photo -> and compare them to more pictures under neath caught here in the video

See recent photo next page and compare

President Ventura’s State Of The Union (Video)
Alternative beforeitsnews.com/alternative/.../president-venturas-state-of-the-union-vi...
Jesse Ventura Pictures - Jesse Ventura Photo Gallery - 2014 www.fanpix.net/gallery/jesse-ventura-pictures.htm
... here: FanPix.Net
> JesseVentura Pictures (21 pictures of Jesse Ventura) ...
Eye Color. Blue.
Note the really straight nose, orange eyes
6 59 3 Mais bref, c’ognue sera la vitupere
REVEAL: SIMULATE VERACIOUS FEATURES
IMPREGNABLE, VERSATILE
RIBS [Chertan in Leo] BRAINS VAMPIRE
CELEBRATE SANGUIFEROUS [living beings with a
circulatory system]
IS ABSOLUTE MANAGERS UP: USE
PURE EVIL ERE.I. [Halloween], ENCOURAGES
ERUPTIVE SERBIAN BASIN [supervolcano] ALIVE,
PUT FIBRES FOR SEVERAL RECEIVERS
[chemtrails and "Sirius is his" 4 31]]
6 59 3 MANUFACTURER OBESE AS ‘PRIVILEGE’
(Monsanto)
IS UPSTAGE, RESEMBLANCE: (shape shift/take over)
AU REVOIR
REPLACEMENT HAS FURIOUS VERBIAGE
(the reptilian "copy" has furious language)
REAL SUPERLATIVE RELATIVES REVALUE IT –
ABLE FAVOUR MATRICES ENERGIES UP

But the culprit will soon be known (here)
RIBS [Chertan] in/from Leo constellation SIMULATE VERACIOUS
a true copy VERSATILE & they share their DNA with their space craft
SANGUIFEROUS those with a blood carrying circulation
ABSOLUTE MANAGERS UP they are the lords over all others
(including "Sirius is his")
ERE .I. before Halloween, this is "mid October" and the "11th October"
this date, includes Yellowstone, which appears in many lines now
(see UNDER THE YEAR 2017 & BELTANE & OCTOBER)

PUT FIBRES – Morgellon's disease via chemtrails
'MANUFACTURES OBESE" via genetic manufacting (Monsanto)
UPSTAGE RESEMBLANCE – taking over people such as Jesse Ventura
FURIOUS VERBIAGE then one will notice the personal language of the
victim will be exaggerated. Also notice the constant blinking of the eyes

Note the nose is not straight
Also see distinguishing features all over this lovely face which are not apparent in the video.
It is true that Jesse Ventura "disappeared" from public view for a while. People have been giving
excuses such as "he was fed up with the sheeple and has gone to Mexico on personal time" and
things similar to that vein. Known to be a man of direct words I see it as unusual for him to not
freely admit he has had a makeover. Yet there are signs this has not been a makeover of the face
lift kind. If there had been a face lift, the forehead in the video would not still be wrinkled.

1 24 2 Loyfel de proye au ciel fe vient offrir:
COPY OF LIFE IS VERIFIED: IS REALLY DELIVERY OF REAL LIFE COPY IN FOURTEEN